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SAUNA | 6 reasons to choose Tylö

GOOD REASONS...
...to choose Tylö
Consistent high quality
We know that our products maintain a high
level of quality. That’s why you can feel at
ease thanks to the 5-year materials warranty
we offer with our products.
Innovative design
Smart solutions in the form of well-conceived
energy-saving functions and a thorough
approach to safety make Tylö’s products
market leaders. They are also attractive in
appearance.
Made in Sweden
With few exceptions, we manufacture all our
products ourselves from scratch, at our own
factory in Halmstad.
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In-house development
The fact that we develop all our products inhouse at Tylö means that we have complete
control, right down to the smallest detail. We
feel it is important to take a holistic approach
from beginning to end.
Extensive experience
For more than 60 years we have been applying and maintaining the same high quality
standards. We have been at the same address
since the mid 1950s.
Strong support
To ensure effective and rapid problem-
solving, we operate our own support function. We feel this provides the shortest route
between us as sauna experts and you as a
sauna customer.
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...to choose a Tylö sauna room
Focus on details
Our sauna rooms are manufactured by
sauna users for sauna users, with each sauna
designed for the optimum sauna experience.
With efficient ventilation, precise fit and
sound construction, you get a sauna that will
serve you well for years to come.
Ready for electrical installation
Our sauna rooms are supplied complete
with conduits for handy, concealed electrical
installation.
Perfect fit
A high level of precision in the components
enables fast and simple installation. The Flex
system for sauna rooms allows you to expand
the size incrementally, making it easy to
design a sauna that meets your exact wishes
and requirements.
Optimum ventilation
All sauna rooms from Tylö are equipped with
air inlet and air outlet vents positioned according to Tylö standards. This ensures optimum
heat distribution throughout the space.

Sound construction
Sauna rooms from Tylö are constructed to
be suitable for all types of sauna options. Our
wide range of sauna doors can withstand
the huge variations in temperature they are
exposed to without warping or becoming deformed in any way. The wide, sturdy benches
are made from solid wood, adding to the
delightful overall feel.
Made in Sweden with
a long warranty
Our sauna rooms are manufactured completely in-house at our own factory, with no
compromising on quality. Our choice of materials, such as solid wood, clearly reflect our
quality ambitions and permeate everything
we do. It’s important to us because it’s important to you. No matter how often or seldom
you use your sauna, you can always count
on reliable performance. Thanks to in-house
production and scrupulous quality control
you can always be assured that products
from Tylö are a sound purchase. Consequently we can offer warranties that are the most
generous in the industry.
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THE SCIENCE OF SAUNA

SAUNA | Relaxology
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Relaxology is a ground-breaking concept
that promotes a healthy lifestyle based on an
enhanced sauna and steam sauna experience.
Relaxology aims to facilitate deeper relaxation
and provide optimum conditions for maximum
performance with the aid of heat, moisture,
aroma, sound and light therapy.

HEALING:
TREATMENT WITHOUT MEDICATION
Research also shows that common complaints
such as headaches can be effectively treated by
taking regular saunas instead of drugs2.
It has also been proven that the occurrence
of common colds can be reduced by taking saunas. Although more in-depth studies are needed
to substantiate such assertions, a recent study
shows that sauna users suffered significantly
less colds than non-users3.

SAUNAS BOOST YOUR SEROTONIN
From time immemorial, humans have used heat
to alleviate both spiritual and physical ailments.
Modern research is now proving that regular
sauna use has measurable positive effects o
n
blood serotonin levels.
HEAT IS ANTI-DEPRESSIVE
Researchers are currently investigating the link
between the heat-sensitive serotonin-producing neurons and vulnerability to stress-related
disorders, anxiety and depression.
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HEAT:
AFFECTS COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS
Several different studies also indicate that
the sense of “heat” can affect our cognitive
functions and mood, like the serotonin content
in our nerve paths. Heat-sensitive serotonin-
containing nerve cells play an important role in
stress-related mental illnesses, such as anxiety
and depression1.

SAUNA USERS ENJOY BETTER H
 EART HEALTH
Researchers followed a group of around
2,000 men aged 40-60 for a period of 20 years.
During the follow-up it became clear that those
who took regular saunas ran a significantly lower risk of suffering or dying from heart disease.
REDUCING THE RISK OF HEART ATTACK
A Finnish research team has attracted great
attention with a study showing that regular
sauna use can reduce the risk of heart attack in
middle-aged men by up to 63%.

1 Lowry CA, Lightman SL, Nutt DJ. Department of
Integrative Physiology, University of Colorado in
Boulder, Boulder, CO 80309-0354, USA.
christopher.lowry@colorado.edu.
2 Kanji G, Musculoskeletal Pain Specialist,
Wellington Pain and Headache Clinic, Southern
Cross Hospital, Wellington, New Zealand.
Weatherall M, Peter R, Purdie G, Page R.
3 Ernst E, Department of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, University of Vienna, Austria.
Pecho E, Wirz P, Saradeth T.
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Tylarium™
SAUNA | Tylarium™

Tylarium is Tylö’s name for a range of
bathing experiences where the various
elements combine to produce an
overall well-being experience that goes
beyond the individual products.
There’s a Tylarium for most
purposes. A combination of sauna and
steam bath, but with a range of design
and feature options. This heater and
control panel are examples of an ideal
choice for use in a Tylarium.

STEAM SAUNA LAYOUT DIAGRAM

A steam generator
Steam pipe with
positioned up to
outlet in the sauna.
15 m from the sauna.
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The heater is
installed inside the
sauna. The required
temperature setting
is selected on the
control panel.

The heater and
steam generator are
operated from the
control panel which
can be installed in
the reception area of
the swimming pool.

Size of sauna
min./max. m3

Heater type (kW)

Relay box

Steam generator
type (kW)

Control panel

Optional extras

6–12

Sense SK 8 (8)

RB 30

6 VA (6) or 6 VB (6.6)

CC 300T

Legs for heater

10-18

SDK 10 (10.7) or
Expression 10 (10)

RB 30

6 VA (6) or 6 VB (6.6)

CC 300T

Steam distributor

15-35

SD 16 (16)

RB 60

9 VA (9)

CC 300T

Steam distributor

22-43

SD 20 (20)

RB 60

12 VA (12)

CC 300T

Steam distributor

SAUNA | Tylarium™

STEAM GENERATORS TYLÖ VA

SD SAUNA HEATER WITH STEAM DISTRIBUTOR

CONTROL PANEL CC300T
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An increasing percentage of the
population are struggling with
the demands of everyday life:
keeping up their performance
at work, socialising with family
and friends, eating healthily and
finding time for exercise. But do
they stop to think how important
it is to take some time to relax,
take it easy, switch off and
daydream? Taking a sauna is one
of the most effective means of
total relaxation.
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STEAM | Impression Twin

Impression Twin
Combined sauna and steam shower offering unique relaxation
options. The design and materials exude a palpable feeling of
luxury. The perfect way to relax after a workout session is to
combine a sauna and steam shower. Impression Twin really
gives you the best of both worlds.
A FLEXIBLE SYSTEM
Walls, glass sections and doors can be assembled in a variety of
ways to suit your bathroom layout. All interior fittings – except for
the sauna heater – can be placed where you wish.
Exterior height 2100 mm. All rooms can be reversed.

Included
Insulated wall and ceiling panels
Doors
Shower column including mixer tap
Steam generator
Sauna section including panels and benches
Aspen and dark, heat-treated ash fittings
Shower section lighting
Light strip hygro/thermo
Aluminium floor frame
Corner and ceiling mouldings
Vents and assembly hardware
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TWIN 130/1313

White Item no. 9607 4840
Black Item no. 9607 4841

White Item no. 9607 4842
Black Item no. 9607 4843

TWIN 130/1313/W

TWIN 130/1713/W

White Item no. 9607 4854
Black Item no. 9607 4855

White Item no. 9607 4856
Black Item no. 9607 4857
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TWIN 130/1309

TWIN 130/1713
White Item no. 9607 4844
Black Item no. 9607 4845

TWIN 130/1309/W
White Item no. 9607 4852
Black Item no. 9607 4853

BLACK GLASS
WHITE PLASTIC
GLASS/DOOR
WOOD

TWIN 130 SQ /1309

TWIN 130 SQ /1313

TWIN 130 SQ /1713

White Item no. 9607 4846
Black Item no. 9607 4847

White Item no. 9607 4848
Black Item no. 9607 4849

White Item no. 9607 4850
Black Item no. 9607 4851
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